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6

Abstract7

Now-a-days we are almost completely dependent on information system for our day-to-day8

work. Almost every organization of different sectors has their own website. These websites are9

visited not only by the native people but also by the foreigners. But sometimes they are10

unable to do so because of language barrier. At present, many translating tools are available11

but they are either for translating text of a website or translating text from an image. At12

some cases people have to copy the text and then translate it separately which is a lot of13

hassle and time consuming. We aim to implement a website translator which will take the14

URL of any website and translate it in any language. It can also translate the text of the15

images of that website. We have also created some more new algorithms for URL translation,16

English to Bangla number translation and English to Arabic number translation.17

18

Index terms—19
Website Text Translation and Image Translation from a URL using Optical Character Recognition (OCR)I.20

Introduction21
e live in a world of information system at present. We are very dependent to various websites for information22

about almost everything. For this purpose, people all over the world goes through numerous websites every day.23
But all websites are not available in their native languages. Around 75% of the world’s population does not speak24
in English according to BBC -UK report1 [2] . Here comes the need for translating the contents of the websites.25
Also, sometimes the images of the websites contain texts which are also need to be translated.26

Google translator is widely used for this translation purpose. It can translate texts of any websites using the27
url of the website. But it doesn’t translate the texts inside the images of that website. If anyone searches for an28
educational website and there is an image of a notice, he/she will not be able to read it as it won’t be translated29
using google translator.30

For image translation there are also many apps and websites which are widely used to translate the texts inside31
of an image to any desired language. But they only deal with images. OCR (Optical Character Recognition) is32
widely used for the image translation method. It is a technology that recognizes text within a digital image ??4]33
. It is commonly used to recognize text in scanned documents and images ??4] .34

In our work, we tried to create a platform where the users will be able to translate the whole website in any35
language using the URL and they will also be able to translate the image texts too.36

We have also created a platform which will convert random images where the numbers will also be translated37
from English to any languages. We worked with only Bangla and Arabic numbers here. But English numbers38
can also be translated to other language numbers too only by editing the algorithm we created.39

We organized this paper in this way: Section 1. Gives the introduction of our work, section. 2. Eplains the40
implementation details of our website, section. 3. Includes the three algorithms we created, section. 4. Presents41
the outcomes of the experiments, as well as a comparison to the current procedures and the last section. 5.42
Contains the conclusion and future work. Secondly, for image URL translation, when we put a website URL and43
run that in our website it also collects all the image URL that website has and show it at the end of our website.44
By selecting an image URL, we collect the image from google and convert it to word by using tesseract OCR and45
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save it in a file. After that we call the .txt file and show it to our website. When we select an image URL, we see46
that .txt file along with the image and translation tool. Now we can translate the image and read the image text47
in any language. The figure ?? portrays the translation process of the text from an image url. We also show the48
image text in a format so that it is easy to understand and easy to read.49

1 II. Implementation Details50

Lastly, for image translation, we take an image as an input to translate the image text along with numbers. We51
use our own algorithm to translate the image text and numbers as a sample we use English to Bengali or English52
to Arabic/Persian Language translation. When we put an image, it converts the image to text and put it in a53
.txt file. Then using a function to convert the numbers from English to Bengali or Arabic/Persian numbers and54
show the whole file in our website after converting the numbers and we get the following results in figure ??.55
And figure ?? shows the translated view of an image sample from English to Bengali and from English to Arabic56
respectively.57

2 IV. Results Analysis58

This section describes the results of our works. In all three sectors of our work, we used the term Accuracy to59
calculate the performance of them.60

Accuracy: It is defined as the ratio of translated words and total words. Here w is the number of properly61
translated words, and W is the number of total words.62

3 Accuracy = w / W63

We have experimented Up to 70 websites and up to 50 random images with our approach. Our website reaches64
almost 83 percent accuracy in the field of website translation and 85 percent in the field of translation of images65
from those websites. The accuracy of the translation of the random images from English to Bangla reaches 9866
percent and from English to Persian it reaches almost 93 percent. We tested this approach with various text67
fonts, and our website accurately translated them all.68

4 V. Conclusion and Future Work69

We have implemented an easier and userfriendly website which takes an url as input and translate the website70
in any desired language. Using this platform, users will be able to get the information of any website in their71
comfortable language and it is also timesaving as it translates any website using only a URL. It also translates72
the texts inside the images of the website. The users are also able to extract the texts of a random image and73
we have used our own algorithm to translate the English numbers to Bangla and Arabic numbers. In future,74
this paper will be helpful to build a mobile application where one can add camera module to take an image and75
translate it through the app where they can translate numbers too. This paper can also help to build an app or76
a website that will be able to take any url from any barcode and translate both the text and images. In future77
this paper will be helpful to create a new algorithm to translate text of all the images of the website in a single78
webpage along with the web text just like the original website. 179
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Figure 1: Figure 1 :
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Figure 2: Figure 3 :Figure 4 :
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Figure 3: Figure 5 :
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Figure 4: Figure 6
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Figure 5: Figure 6 :
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Figure 6: Figure 7 :
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